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Certemy Enforcement Management* is the first modern, 
end-to-end solution for state agencies that want to 
automate their enforcement workflows and process 
complaints faster with less effort and iron-clad security.

*Certemy Enforcement Management is available as a stand-alone module 
or an add-on module to Certemy Licensing Management.

Certemy Enforcement Management
For state government regulatory agencies

Managing complaints and disciplinary actions can be a laborious, paper-based process. One fraught with 
manually tracking all communications, fielding lots of "did you receive my complaint" phone calls, lost or 
incomplete submissions, and a painful lack of visibility and reporting. Certemy solves all these problems with 
the first secure, cloud-based solution designed for state regulatory agencies’ specific needs. 

The first modern, end-to-end Enforcement Management solution for state agencies

Certemy’s enforcement solution automates your entire enforcement process, including:

Complaint submission and verification | Making it easy for the public to file complaints and for your 
agencies to quickly determine which complaints are valid and should be investigated. 

Key Features

Website integration | To simplify online complaint submissions.

Event-driven, task-based workflow automation with automated reminders | To keep your entire 
enforcement team on time and task — so you never miss a deadline or jeopardize an investigation.

Centralized online data, document, and correspondence repository | To streamline 
communications, create an audit trail, and to ensure all information is safely stored in one place — so 
you never lose a case over an administrative error or a missing document.

Comprehensive dashboards and reporting | So you can provide updates to internal and external 
agencies and stakeholders at any time, in seconds.

Full life-cycle complaint investigation with multi-party collaboration | Get everyone on your team 
working together with access to relevant documentation and correspondence — and using a shared 
view of all completed and pending tasks. 

Formal sanction compliance management  | Including NPDB reporting (as applicable) and tracking 
payments, supervision requirements, CE, and more.
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Finally, an easy way to manage complaints your way

Legacy enforcement management solutions came in the form of one-size-fits-all software built on 
outdated technology. These solutions take too long to implement, are too hard to learn and use, and 
too difficult and expensive to change. Certemy is the complete opposite. Implementing Certemy takes 
weeks, not months. Our modern user interface is a breeze to learn and fun to use. And our visual 
workflows allow you to add and change disciplinary workflows in minutes without programming—so 
you can add or change a disciplinary process any time you like.

Learn More

Contact your Certemy sales or support representative for more information.
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